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Voxx Series >> MC DARRISON – VOCAL SAMPLER

Future Loops is proud to release MC Darrison - Vocal Sampler, a creative collection of 
urban vocal loops & one shots by UK MC/Lyricist/Singer/Producer extraordinaire, MC 
Darrison!

Known for his creative and energetic performances, Darrison is known throughout the 
Drum & Bass, Breakbeat and UK Underground scene since the early 90's .

He has worked, and Toured in all four corners of the Planet alongside the likes of Roni
Size,Fabio,Bryan G, FatBoy Slim, Jah Shaka, Dub Pistols ,Jazzy Jeff, Wu Tang Clan or DJ Fresh 
to name merely a few.

MC Darrison teamed up with Future Loops to bring you a vocal sampler that features some 
of his signature performances ready to ignite some serious flames in any dub , breaks , 
drum n bass or dubstep track !

MC Darrison - Vocal Sampler features 173 loops & one shots coming directly from his 
personal collection of vocals and as a result some sounds do have a lo-fi or gritty essence to 
them while others have mild effects - so if you are looking for very clean and sterile 
samples this is not for you .. But if underground and rough are within your comfort zone 
and you don't mind a little grease on your hands then you are surely to find many 
inspirational takes from MC Darrison !

The sounds are grouped into different categories and tempos: from adlibs and expressions, 
to contagious rhymes, harmonized phrases and phat acapellas & drops. The variety of 
tempos (70BPM to 175BPM) makes this vocal sample pack extremely flexible for use on 
many different styles and moods...!

Make no mistake, MC Darrison - Vocal Sampler brings the talent, the sound and the soul of 
a cult MC right into your studio !


